What’s Up with the City’s Plans and Promises to Cut the Trash & Trucks in OUR COMMUNITY? ...

Williamsburg/Greenpoint
O.U.T.R.A.G.E.
ORGANIZATIONS UNITED FOR TRASH REDUCTION AND GARBAGE EQUITY
COMMUNITY MEETING
Tuesday October 20 2009 7:00-8:30 PM
320 Devoe St.
(Corner of Catherine)

- HOW Can We Get the City to:
  - CUT Trash Trucks on Metropolitan Ave.
  - BUT NOT Dump on Meeker Ave?
- Help Us Monitor Problems with Trucks and Air Quality This FALL!
- Make Sure OUR Community’s Voice is Heard to Keep Reducing Trucks and Trash!

Call Williamsburg/ Greenpoint O.U.T.R.A.G.E. at (718) 388-5454 ext. 125 or 124 or e-mail outrage@stnicksnpc.com to RSVP or for more information.